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SOOPP WARS

A long, long time ago. In a kitchen far, far away.

It is a period of civil war. Arts program

SOOPP spies managed to steal secret plans to the Noun ultimate weapon, the DEATH STAR, an

armored space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet.

Pursued by the Empire's sinister agents, Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen

plans that can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

Leia is taken prisoner by DARTH VADER, but R2 gets away in an escape pod, along with his best friend, the

protocol droid C-3PO. After crash-landing on the planet below, a barren, desert world called Tatooine, the droids

set off in search of civilization but soon quarrel over the way to go. R2 insists that he has a mission to perform,

but C-3PO wants no part of such an adventure.

The droids come across a young Luke Skywalker, who cleans the droids and stumbles across a message that

reads "Obi Wan - you're our only hoop!" 



Luke sets out in search of Obi Wan the next morning, taking C-3PO with him. They soon find R2 but are

waylaid by Sandpeople, barbaric tribal creatures who attack anyone trespassing on their domain. Luke is

knocked unconscious but is saved by the timely appearance of old Ben Kenobi.

There, Ben explains that he was called Obi-Wan back in days when he was a Jedi Knight, one of an ancient

order of warriors who fought for peace and justice in the time of the Old Republic, before the coming of the evil

Galactic Empire. Further, he informs Luke that Luke's father was also a Jedi, one of Ben's closest friends, and

that his father was killed by Darth Vader, a former pupil of Ben's who turned to the dark side of the Force. The

Force, Ben explains, is the source of a Jedi's power. It is an energy field created and sustained by life itself, and

it flows through the universe, binding it together. Through training, a Jedi is able to tap into the Force and gain

great power and wisdom, but, as the example of Vader shows, there is a seductive, evil path to the Force as well.

ADVERTISING

Ben gives Luke his father's lightsaber, the traditional weapon of a Jedi. After viewing the entirety of Leia's

message, Ben says that he intends to join up with the Rebel Alliance challenging the Empire and to bring them

the plans hidden in R2's memory. He urges Luke to join him and to learn the ways of the Force, but Luke,

echoing his uncle, is reluctant to get involved. Meanwhile, Princess Leia has been taken into captivity on the

Death



Star. There, Leia is repeatedly interrogated by Darth Vader about the whereabouts of the hidden Rebel base, but

she stoutly refuses to crack. When Vader is insolently challenged by the Death Star's Commander, he

demonstrates his mastery of the Force by choking the officer into submission merely by raising his finger, until

he is restrained by Grand Moff Tarkin, the Imperial governor. Back on Tattooine, Luke and Ben discover that

the Jawas have been slaughtered by Imperial troops tracing the droids. Fearing for his aunt and uncle, Luke races

home only to find them murdered and the farm in flames. With nothing left to hold him on Tattooine, Luke

resolves to join Ben and to become a Jedi.

With the droids in tow, Ben and Luke journey to Mos Eisley spaceport in search of a ship to take them to

Alderaan, the Princess's home planet. The Mos Eisley cantina, where the best pilots are to be found, is a rough

place, and Ben is forced to act with deadly swiftness to defend Luke from a couple of toughs. Nevertheless, the

pair manages to hire Han Solo, a brash smuggler, and his copilot, the Wookie Chewbacca, to take them to

Alderaan without attracting the attention of the Empire. After the deal is struck, Han Solo is cornered by Greedo,

a lackey of Jabba the Hutt and a gangster angry at Solo for dumping one of his shipments. Solo blasts his way

out of the confrontation but is forced to talk his way past Jabba himself when he returns to the hangar where his

ship, the ugly-but-fast Millennium Falcon, is docked. Solo and Chewbacca are surprised when Imperial troops

appear and start firing on the ship in an attempt to reclaim the droids, and the Falcon barely makes it off

Tatooine and into hyperspace on the way to Alderaan.

On



the Death Star, meanwhile, Tarkin has decided to break Leia by threatening her home planet, Alderaan, with

destruction. Faced with this appalling dilemma, Leia reveals the location of the hidden base, only to have Tarkin

proceed with the attack on Alderaan, merely to demonstrate the power of the Death Star. Aboard the Millennium

Falcon, Ben is stricken, feeling the death of Alderaan as a massive tremor in the Force. Luke trains with his

lightsaber, even as Han scoffs at Ben's trust in the Force. Ben replies by having Luke fight blind against a

floating target, and Luke is able to defend himself by sensing the remote with his feelings alone, thereby taking

his first steps, as Ben says, into "a larger world." The ship exits hyperspace where Alderaan should be, only to

find the planet missing and an asteroid field in its place. Ben realizes the horrible truth when they catch sight of

the nearby Death Star, and the Millennium Falcon is quickly captured. The group manages to hide from the

guards in Han's smuggling compartments, but Vader senses the presence of his old master, Obi-Wan.

The ship is unable to escape the Death Star as long as the station's tractor beam is operational, so Ben goes off

alone to deactivate it. In his absence, the others learn that Princess Leia is aboard the station, and Luke convinces

them to attempt a rescue. Han and Luke disguise themselves as stormtroopers and, with the droids plugged into

the station's computers, break Leia out of her cell. Unfortunately, their activities are soon discovered, and the

rescue takes a detour through a massive, monster-infested garbage compactor and several corridors and pitfalls

swarming with Imperial troops. Leia is unimpressed with her rescuers' planning and soon begins to issue the

orders, much to Han's chagrin. As the grou
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